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เก็บอยูในรูปของคลังขอมูล (Data Warehouse) และลูกบาศกขอมูล (Data Cube)  
การท่ีจะนําขอมูลจากลูกบาศกขอมูลท่ีมีอยูนั้นออกมาใชไดอยางมีประสิทธิภาพตองอาศัย
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DEVELOPMENT OF ONLINE MDX GENERATOR PROGRAM 
 
 Nowadays, analytical data is an important factor for organizations work. 
Decision maker can analyze overall operation from it to make the efficient work 
plans. Data for analytical works are in form of data warehouse and data cube.  
 Using data cube effectively is based on expertise and knowledge in query. 
Furthermore, MDX (Multi-Dimensional Expression) is quite complex for unskillful 
users to data warehouse and data cube construction. Therefore, this research purposes 
a program which aid for designing and creating online MDX, this program reduce a 
mistake and time lost in designing and creating MDX. It will facilitate for novel users 
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